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InvisibleShield Glass Elite B Samsung Galaxy S24+ Screen

Brand : ZAGG Product family: InvisibleShield Product code: 200113505

Product name : InvisibleShield
Glass Elite B Samsung Galaxy
S24+ Screen

InvisibleShield Glass Elite B Samsung Galaxy S24+ Screen

InvisibleShield Glass Elite B Samsung Galaxy S24+ Screen:

Protect your screen from scratch and impact damage with Glass Elite tempered glass screen protection.
This ultra-strong aluminosilicate glass has been tested up to 5x stronger than traditional glass screen
protection. Glass Elite has a ClearPrint™ surface treatment that makes fingerprints invisible when your
screen is turned on. Its reinforced edges prevent cracks from starting and spreading. Glass Elite is made
with 30% post-consumer recycled glass. Application is easy with the EZ Apply™ installation tray that
ensures perfect alignment, which is made from 100% post-consumer recycled materials. Glass Elite
gives you peace-of-mind protection for your phone.

Features

Protector type * Clear screen protector
Compatibility * Galaxy S24 Plus
Maximum screen size 17 cm (6.7")

Protection features Anti-bacterial, Scratch resistant,
Impact resistant

Brand compatibility * Samsung
Country of origin China

Performance

Product colour Transparent
Material Aluminosilicate

Performance

Easy to apply
Frame type Frameless

Packaging content

Cleaning cloth
Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
Installation tray
Package type Hanging box

Technical details

Sustainability compliance

Sustainability certificates Forest Stewardship Council (FSC),
TUV
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